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Vertical gradients of heat production were estimated from measurements on samples from 
eight boreholes in granitic rocks. Samples contained from 10 to 100 specimens, and the. bore
hole depths range from 350 meters to 3 km. For holes less than 1 km deep the scatter of 
results is consistent with theoretical expectations based on knowll small-scale inhomogeneities. 
Gradient estimates from the deeper holes are not' strongly influenced by 'sneh inhomogeneities, 
but their uncertainty canllot be evaluated statistically because of the possible effects of small 
,perturbations of longer wavelength. The data suggest a general decrease in heat production 
with depth in the granitic rocks of a magnitude consistent with the exponential source model, 
although alternate models are not precluded. A 3-km hole in schist; did not; exhibit this trend, 
consistent with the view that upward concentration of sources occurred in the presence of a 
melted phase. As uncertainties in the numerical results are large and difficult to evaluate, 
many more analyses wiII be needed to establish vertical heat-production trends with confi-
dence. . -

The principal reason for surprise at the dis
covery of the linear heat-flown relation (dis
cussed in the companion paper [Lachenbruch, 
1971]) is that it implies that the heat flow 
from the earth's interior is indicated by the 
radioactivity of the rock that happens to be 
exposed today at the surface of a pluton. It is 
all the more surprising when it is considered 
that in establishing this relation no great care 
was taken in sampling these rocks; with a few 
notable exceptions, little attention was given to 
petrologic variations and other local geologic 
conditions. Clearly the relation cannot be true 
in detail, and the sampling problem requires 
further attention [see e.g., Rogers, Hl64]. Never
theless, the observability of this relation from 
results obtained to date, suggests that in some 
provinces at least, local geologic varin tions (over 
distances of a few kilometers) can be treated as 
efTects of higher order. 

It has been shown in the companion paper 
that determination of the near-surface vertical 
gradient of heat production taken with the lincnr 
heat-flow relation could, ideally, help dctermine 

Copyright © 1971 by the American Geophysical Union. 

the form of the crustal heat-production curve. 
It has also been shown that departures from an 
ideal distribution small enough topermit.tlr~ 
linear heat-flow relation might still b~ sO'large:" 
as to preclude meaningful estimates of the verti
cal gradient of heat. production from measure
ments in boreholes. Nevertheless, several sets of 
such measurements \Yere available from previous 
studies, and a few additional ones were obtained 
to examine this question empirically. In keeping 
with the implications of the linear 11Cat-flow 
relation, implnusible as they may seem, samples 
were generally selected without regard for the 
detailed petrologic information that was avail
able from some holes. Extreme values were rc
jected on the basis of an arbitrary statistical 
criterion. (In most cases, llOwever, these values 
could not have been anticipated by macroscopic 
examination of the specimon.) In general, geo
logical details were not considered, and trends of 
IlCat production that might have been associatcd 
with them were therefore treated as perturba
tions. These mcasurements will be described and 
disellssed ill terms of the theory presentcd in the 
companion paper. 
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VEHTICAL GHADIE:\TS OJ<' HEAT PnODUC'fION, 2 

SAMPLES AND HEAT-PHODUCTIO)[ 

1VIEASUREMENTS 

Specimens were 'taken at approximately 
equally spaced depth intervals throughout a 
number of holes in western North America (Ta
ble 1). The uranium (U), thorium (Th), and 
potassium (K) contents were determined for 
each specimen, and the heat production A, in 
units of 10-'3 cal/cm3 sec, was calculated [sec 
Birch, 1954] from 

A = 0.317 p(O. 73 U + 0.20 Th + 0.27 K) 

(1) 

where U and Th are expressed in ppm and K 
in per cent, and p is rock dellsity in g/ em". 
Those samples in the form of uncrushed core 
('uc,' Table 1) were analyzed by gamma ray 
spectrometric techniques by lVollenberg and 
Smith [1964] at the Lawrence Radiation Lab
oratory. Those in the form of crushed core and 
drill cuttings ('cc' and 'de,' Table 1) were ana
lyzed in the U.S. Geological Survey laboratory 
by the gamma ray technique of Bunl.er and 
Bush [1966]. (An updated discussion of their 
technique is in preparation.) The sample from 
DDB-H-3 was analyzed by chemical methods 
in the U.S. Geological Survey laboratory (see 
page E2 and Table 14, Tilling and Gottfried 
[1969]). Details of the equipment and methods 
used in these laboratories can be found in the 
references cited. For inost of the data, the scat
ter caused by errors in reproducibility is prob
ably substantially smaller than the natural scat
ter of heat-production values on the hand-sample 
scale. In any case, the statistical measures of 
smaIl-scale variance in A include both types of 
variations, and the distinction between them is 
unimportant in the present application. 

The samples designated ST, SJ, JB, and HC 
were taken from core holes in granitic rocks of 
the Sierra Nevada batholith [Wollenberg and 
Smith, 1965; Lachenbl'ltch, 1968]. HC-B repre
sents a lnrger sample from the borehole HC, 
analyzed in a different labomtory. UE-1 is from 
a granitic pluton III the Basin nnd Range 
province, Nevada, and DDB-II-3 is from :t core 
hole in the Boulder batholith, Ivlontana. [TillinU 
and Gottfried, H1G9]. The samples DW and 
DW-B arc from l). deep hole in Preeambrian 
metamorphic gmnitic rock in eastern Wyoming 
[Rbells alld Smithsnn, 1966J. DW represents 
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ten samples of solid core analy,wd b)' H. A. 
WollenbNg and A. R. Smith (unpublished dat~l), 
nnd DW-B represents 90 samples of drill cut
tings from the same hole nnalyzed in the V.S. 
Geological Survey lnborntory. DC is a 3-km 
holo in Precnmbrian plutonic rock of the Cana
dian shield ncar Flill Flon, Manitoba (D. C. 
Findlay, unpublished data, HlGG), and DA is a 
3-km hole in schist ncar Fnirbanks, Alaska 
(R. B. Forbes and F. R. Weber, unpublished 
data). Samples from both of these holes (DC 
and DA) were drill cuttings nnalyzed in the 
V.S. Geological Survey laboratory. 

ANALYSIS OF DA'rA 

For each of the eleven sets of data (Table 1) 
a regression line was passed through (1n A, z) 
to determine the mean .heat produetion> A,;"', 
its standard deviatioil a7.·, and the normalized 
gradient G'~' and its standard error y-x-. These 
symbols are defined mathematically in the com
panion paper [Lachcnbruch, 1971], wllere it is 
shown that if the only perturbntions of A(z) 
(from the idealized distribution ¢(z» are ran
dom ones distributed log normally, these quan
tities represent reasonable estimates of means 
nnd variations for the quantities sought. 

By a similar procedure, regression lines were 
determined individually for V, Th, and K for 
each set of data and the corresponding param
eters determined. 

The slope of a regression line is very sensitive 
to extreme values, improbable in a normal dis
tribution, if these values occur·near the ends of 
the depth interval. It is desirable to attempt to 
identify such points by applying some consist
ent, though arbitrary, criterion of rejection. For 
this purpose we adopted Chauvenet's criterion 
[see Misener et al., 1951], wherein a value is 
rejected in a set of n measurements if it does 
llot lie within the probability zone, 1 - (1/2n), 
for an n-member sample taken from a normal 
population Y(zd, i == 1,2, 3, ... n. Thus for 
n == 10 we reject those values y, for which 

Ym* lIn Y(Zj) - In Y(Zi)! > 1.96u* (2) 

where Y(z.) and y(z,) are the observed value 
and the value given by the regression line, re
spectively, at depth ZI, and Y m 7.- is the geometric 
mean of Y,. For n == 100, the numerical co
efficient is 2.81. No theoretical signifieance is 
implied for the criterion in this application. It 

is simply It convenient scheme for establishing 
the cutotT point for extreme ynllles: nbout two 
standard de\'iations for the smallest samplrs up 
to almost three for the largest ones. 

The menns (An:"', Th",·~" V",*, l(",i(") , and 
standnrd deviations (a*) obtained from each 
of these analyses are tabulated in Table 1. 
Element r:ltios and the relative contribution of 
individual clements to heat production are also 
tabulated. Among these samples the mean ele
ment concentrations and the mtio Th .. -l:-;Vm -* 
vnry by an order of magnitude. Neyertheless, 
in all samples at least 80 to 90% of the heat 
production is accounted for by the V plus Th. 
Hence in nnalyzing A, the rejection of extreme 
values wns applied only to V and Th; those 
depths at which either V or Th failed to satisfy 
the rejection criterion were deleted in the final 
linear regression ann lysis of (1n A, z). 

In each of the holes, HC and DW, two in
dependent snmples were studied. It is seen thnt 
the 19 specimens of un crushed core (HC) ana
lyzed by IVollenberg and Smi th yielded means 
for hent production, the individual element con
centrations, and element ratios within a few per 
cent of those obtained from 109 specimens of 
crushed core (HC-B). independently samplcd 
nnd analyzed by Bunker and Bush (Table 1). 
By contrast, the means for the two samplrs 
(DIY and DW-W) from Wyoming, nnalyzed b~' 
the same two laboratories, differ by 30% or so_ 
In this hole the uncrushed core sample (DW-IV) 
was smaller (only 10 specimens), the rocks were 
more heterogeneous on both small and large 
scales, and the sample analyzed by Bunker and 
Bush (DW) was drill cuttings, not crushed 
core. When viewed statistically this discrepallc~' 
is significant, and it is not known which of thr 
above factors is responsible for it. Althongh it 
is reassuring that both samples recovered tlli' 
anomalous thorium-uranium ratio (9.3 for 
DW-W, 8.5 for DW), this matter deserves fur
ther study. 

In Figure 1 the normalized gradient of he:1 t 
production C":- is plotted against its standard 
error y* for each sample. TIle open circles rep' 
resent results of the regression analysis for 
granitic rocks with all depths included, and, the 
solid circles represent results after extrem(' 
values were rejected. The horizontal distalle-(' 
hetween the dashed curves represents a b:111I1 

of width 2y¥'·. The curves arc arbitrarily drnwlI 
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'" 
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Fig. 1. Mean normalized graci.:.::: 
from regression analysis of sample: 
all data in each sam pIe; closed ,
Circles represent samples· from =
represent the weighted mean of --.
the region G* == 0.1 ± 'Y*. Info=
[1971]. 

centered at the value C-x- = 0.1 krr:.. 
there \\-ere a universal gradient G (c-
10 all the localities represented, if its
O.I k111" and if the only departures : ~ 
with such a gradient were small-sc:l. 
Olles with It lognormal distribution. 
point of Figure 1 would have a 68% 
of lying between the dashed curves. 

Points lying to the right of G'k = 
1) rCIJresent heat production decrE'::
dl'ptll; those to the left indicate :::.-
1Il heat production with depth. II 
-),1)\\'11 (Table 1, Lachenbruch [1971J 
!,il: decreasing source models impii:c' 
illllar beat-flow relation lead to G, 
I:rn-'. Except for the three large sa= 
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..;eneOllS on both small and laro-e 
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Fig. 1. Mean normalized gradient G* of heat production and its standard error /'* obtained 
from regression analysis of samples described in Table 1. Open symbols represent results from 
all data in each sample; closed symbols represent results after extreme values were rejected. 
Circles represent samples from granitic rock; triangle represents sample from schist. Squares 
represent the weighted mean of all samples except DA, DW, and DC. Dashed CUlyes bound 
the region G* = 0.1 ± /'*. Information in upper margin summarizes Table 1 of Lachenbruch 

I [1971]. 

lewed t~; . . s .austIcally thip discrepancy 
~nd It IS not known wllich of t hc 
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lh~t both samples recovere(1 tlJ(' 

.lOrmIl1-Uranilllll ratio (9.3 for 
r Dl\T), this matter deserYes fur-

t~le normalized gradient of hea t 
IS plotted against its standard 

.lel! R'lmpl" '1'1 . " ... lC open cIrcles rep-
of the regression analy"is for 
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centered at the value 0* = 0.1 km-1
• Thus if 

I there were a universal gradient 0 (4)) common 
to all the locnlities represented, if its yalue were 
0.1 klll-" and if the only departures from a line 
with such a gradient were small-scale random 
ones with a lognormal distribution, then each 
point of Figure 1 would have n GS% probability 
of lying between the dnshed curves. 

Points lying to the right of O·x- = 0 (Figure 
1) represent heat production decreasing with 
depth; those to the left indicate an incrense 
in heat production with depth. It h:ls been 
~hown (Table 1, Lachellbl'uch [1071]) that sim
ple decreasing source models implied by the 
linear Ill'at-flow relation lead to G(</» ,...., 0.1 
km~l. Except for the three large samples from 

deep holes (DA, DW, DC), the standard error 
(,.~') equals or exceeds that yalue (Figure 1), 
nnc! little significnnce cnn be attached even to 
the sign of individunl values of G-x, determined 
from them. It is seen that for these particular 
data there seems to be a tendency toward posi
tive 0'\ and the question arises whet.her these 
large-uncertainty values have some collective 
statistiral significance. As the spread in O'f,- is of 
the order of y'x" it might be assumed wit.hout in
con"istrney that each da tn set is assoeiated with 
the same nlue of G(e?) awl the only dcpartures 
are random smnll-scale onC's. They could thcn 
he identified with a weighted nwan 0", and its 
standard error y(G ,u ) liS follows [Toppillg, 1057, 
p. 87]: 

1 ,', 
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data with no points rejected are shown as an 
?pen square (Figure 1), and the correspond
mg values for the data without extreme values 
are shown as the solid square. Their significance 
is discussed in the next section. 

~vhere p is the number of data pairs (G'y", y').') , 
III this case 8. The valu~s of G"" y(Gm ) for the 

The values of G'y" for· the three deep holes 
(Figure 1) differ from one another by several 
standard errors (y7:.) when interpr~ted in terms 
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Fig. 3. Data for uranium presented in the format of Figure 1. 
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of the assumptions that G(</» is tho 
both sites and that the only depa:. 
r:lIldom small-scale ones. However, -
aud DC show decreasing heat produ 
depth of the order of m~lgllitude sue 
the models in Table 1. The dillerenc 
them could be explained, for exnn::. 
s)'stematic departure from </> with a r 

equal to the hole depth (3 kID) and an: 
of 10 or 15% Am"* (Fig. 4, LL 
[1971]). 

The third deep hole DA, which E! 
is the only one that shmvs a significad 
in heat production with depth (G'y" - i 
y* ~ 0.026). It is discussed furthE:~1 

In Figure 2, heat production is E! 

function of depth for the three deep he: 
clition to small-scale random fluctuau~1 
wavelength perturbations are evider: 
hole. As anticipated in the previous 
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of the assumptions that G(¢) is the same at Although trends in heat production are im-
both sites and that the only departures are portant in geothermal studies, they are less 
random small-scale ones. However, both DW fundamental from a geochemical point of view 
and DC show decreasing heat production with than trends in the distribution of individual 
depth of the order of magnitude suggested by heat-producing elements. In Figures 3 and 4 
the models in Table 1. The difference between the individual data for U and Th are presented 
them could be explained, for example, by a in the same form as Figure 1. As might be 
systematic departure from ¢ with a wavelength expected the trend toward a decrease with depth 
equal to the hole depth (3 km) and an amplitude for granitic rocks is indicated in both of these 
of 10 or 15% Am * (Fig. 4, Lachenbruch plots. The strong tendency toward an increase 
[1971]). with depth is shown individually for U and Th 

The third deep hole DA, which is in schist, in the hole in schist (DA). For the shallower 
is the only one that shows a significant increase holes the scatter in G'k is somewhat greater for 
in heat production with depth (G-x- ~ -0.175, U and Th individually than for A, as one might 
y* ~ 0.026). It is discussed further below. expect when two random samples are combined, 

In Figure 2, heat production is shown as a 
thereby effectively increasing the sample size 

function of depth for the three deep holes. In ad-
dition to small-scale random fluctuations, longer and decreasing the standard error . 
wavelength perturbations are evident in each The plot for potassium, which has only a 

- hole. As anticipated in th(; previ9us discussion minor effect on heat production, is shown as 
[Lachenbruch, 1971], when these graphs· are Figure 5. It is seen that the differences be-
viewed 1 km at a time, the 3-km trend does tween the values of G-x, are large relative to 
not generally appear. Whether or not the 3-km y* and indicate systematic departures from a 
trend is generally significant, of course, depends simple hypothetical curve, not attributable t~ 
on unknown departures of greater wavelengt.h. random small-scale variations. However, even 
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·1) :Ire les:> cOllyineing. and the n(~ 
of unknown perturbations of longe-ST- ')< 
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- rpnder this aYcr:lging procedure, 
';1lg"!,R'strre. Thus it is surprising r 

\":lllle of (G·st" (7.3 klll for all , 
- for clr:urd data) is close to D, -
- pected from the exponential moe 
- from columns 4 and S, Table 2, j-
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determinations are highly ullcert:1" 
t he specific llumerical agreement 

- I fortuitous, the sign and magnitm; 
, ;:ults seem to favor source funcn

- rI'l'3Se with depth mther like the F· 

liBrar models. 

The yalue of (G*t1 for two i. 
from 3-kIll holes in granite are :_ 
from 5-15 k111 (columns 3 and 7, T 
~istent with the results from the Sill: 

I D)P 
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Fig. 5. Data for potassium pl'esentBd in the format of Figure 1. I just discussed. ~~h~ differ~llce in ( 
1\\"0 holes (,....,4y"") IS not hkely to i 

! principaJly from small-scale liuctua· 

for potassium, the deepest holes in granite sug
gest a positive value of G*. 

DISCUSSION 

Numerical summaries of the elata. on vertical 
gradients of heat production are given in Table 
2. The first line represents the open and solid 
squflres of Figure 1, a mean of the 8 high-un
certainty estimates of G'); with each value 
weighted by the reciprocal of the square of y*. 
This ll,yeraging procedure could be justified if it 
were known that (1) G (4)) had the same value 

at each of the 7 locations represented by these & I a different G (4)) obtains at each 
samples, .al).~~ (2) departures Jrom this value ditl":rence re.~ults from longer waveiF

,,;e~~·onlY·~I~!~~I-sc{lle_ randol11 ones. The first Oil ~Ja t lO~s. A SImple a ver:ge of the .(T 

trlese- conchtlOl1s may be nearly fulfilled as 6 of :1 reCIprocal of about I Y2 km (Tc: 
the 7 locations yield (q, A) values that lie very I" the value of D given by Roy et a: 
close to the Sierra or Basin and Range curves! '."'t~ble' regions, the most probai
both of which yield a value of D of about 101 :t.,;sl~mnent for tl.lese stations. Once 
kIll [Roy et al., 1968; Lachenbruch, 1968]. Tht/ particular numerIcal values cannot ;
remaining (and most heavily weighted) sample'niously, b~lt the results suggest i-.
DIY-W, is associated with a (q, A) value closer! (iOn decreasmg with depth at a rate 
to the 'stable continental' curve for which D! to that expected from the expone,
might be somewhat less. However, this differencd Ilt . .;crimination among similar deere:' 

jll10dels is, of course, not possible. 

TABLE 2. Numerical Summary of Data 
r lIiore observations of this kind fron: 
'will be needed before trends of hear 

-----------------------------E-x-tr-em-e -V-a'-ue-s-R-e-je-c-te-d--- t \rith depth can be established with 

----------------1 It has been suggested [Lachenb.' 
All Data 

(1) (2) (3) 
(G* ~~*)-l ~~ ~~ (G~~~' (0* :)"y*)-l ! that heat sources arc exponentially 1"-

---------------------------------------i I1l the crust in the presence of am-
7 -25 I during the evolution of granitic roc 

G* "y* (G*)-l 

Weighted mean of (8) 
(exclutles DC. DW, DA) 0.14 

DC 0.190 
DW 

I 0.082 
1/2 (DC + DW) 0.136 
DA (schist) -0.189 

0.07 7.3 
0.026 5.26 
0.030 12.2 ... 7.4 
0.032 -5.3 

4.8 -14_2 
4.6- 6.1 
8.9-19.2 

0.09 0.05 
0.192 0.025 
0.008 0.027 
0.130 ... 

11.3 
4.6 -6 I \ Jew would not seem inconsistent \n-

10.5 -24 I 'k.,t:ribed above or with geochernic:-_ 

(-4.5)-(-6.4) -0.17-1 0.026 (-5.0):":<-0.811 !-"(: e.g., Lambert and IIeier, 1967]. 
---------------------------------------1 llJg counter example is provided by 

Unit of G* and "Y* is km. 
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is small relative to the scatter in G-x, (Figure 1). 
Insofar as the second condition is concerned, 
it is seen from Figure 1 t.hat the scatter in G"" 
could, indeed, be accounted for by random 
small-scale fluctuations alone. However, the re
sults for U and Th individually (Figures 3 and 
4) are less convincing, and the neglected cffects 
of unknown perturbations of longer wavelengths 
render this averaging procedure no more than 
snggestive. Thus it is surprising that the mean 
yalue of (G*)"" (7.3 km for all elata, 11.3 kill 
for cleared data) is close to D, the value ex
pected from the exponential model. However, 
from columns 4 and 8, Table 2, it is seen that 
cyen under the foregoing assumptions these 
determinations are highly uncertain. Although 
the specific numerical agreement is probably 
fortuitous, the sign and magnitude of the reo 
suIts seem tofa-vor source functions that de
crease with depth rather like the exponential or 
linear mod('ls. 

The value of (G"',)"1 for two large samples 
from 3-km holes ill granite are in the range 
from 5-15 km (columns 3 and 7, Table 2), con
sistent with the results from the smaller samples 
just discussed. The difference in G* for these 
two holes (,.....4y"'·) is not likely to have resulted 
principally from small-scale fluctuations. Either 
a differeut G(cp) obtains at each site or the 
difTerence results from longer wavelength pertur
bations. A simple average of the G'" \'alues has 
a reciprocal of about 7% km (Table 2). This 
is the value of D gi\'en by Roy et al. [196S] for 
'stable' regions, the most probable province 
:t~signment for these stations. Once again these 
particular uumerical values cannot be taken too 
>eriously, but the results suggest heat produc
tion decreasing with depth at a rate comparable 
to that expected from the exponential model.. 
Discrimination alllong similar decre[lsing source 
models is, of course, not possible, and many 
more observations of.this kind from deep holes 
will be needed before trends of heat production 
with depth can be established with confidence. 

It has been suggested [Luchcnbl'llch, Wi~] 
that heat sources are exponentially redistributed 
in the crust in the presence of a melted phase 
during the evolution of granitic rocks, and this 
riew would not seem inconsistent with the data 
tbcribed above or with geochemic:li evidence 
[sec e.g., Lumbert altd lIeier, 1967]. A support
ing counter cxmnple is provided by data from 

DA, as it is the only sample that shows a sig
nificant increase in heat produetion with depth 
(Figure 2). It is also the only sample not taken 
from granitic rock. The material at this site, 
a schist, has never reached the minimum melt
ing conditions according to detailed petrographic 
studies (R. B. Forbes and F. R. Weber, un
published data; R. B. Forbes, oral communica
tion). 
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Focal :Mechanism of. 

Departm. 
M assachllsetis Ilistitute 

. Body and surface waves .fo~ a 
middle of the Nazca plate mdlCll. .. 
axis in· the east-west direction. 'L 
direction of plate motion. A fQ_ 
determined from a eombinatioD-_ 
azimuthal radiation pattern for:
characteristic can be used for m-_ 
of the continental margin on sur:::... 
energy without reflections or. cha::: 
Rayleigh waves by the contmen:._ 
tudes due to the continental 

A simplified form of the ocean tee 
proposed in the theory of the ne\v 
tonics [!sacks et ai., 1968], variants 
aside, consists of a rigid slab that 
generated in the ocean ridge disI: 
zontally away from it and finally 1.:: 

ward and sinks under the continenr 
type margin. . 

Difficulties arise when one trIes 
the drivinO' mechanism of this mocir;:: '" .. 
the most generally accepted dnvlll!:' 
cOllvective current in the mantle [L 
II ess, 1962J, but other secondary 
motion have been postulated, e.g. !.c 

pull of the sinking slab [Isacks (/. 
1069J, and hydrostatic overpre~ure ~ 
[Ol'owan, 1964J. Each mechamsm 
least part of the observations, anci 
be completely discarded. This sir .. 
arise from the possible complexity c 
css, in which all those driving fore 
present, but additional data wou: 
help to determine their relative im,: 

The stresses in the slab, at the riO.:.. 
under the continent are presumabl~' 
[e.g., Sykes, 1967; Isach and MG 
Me Ildigul'en, 1969], but the stre~ 
oceanic plate between ridge and '
not been determined. Their determ: 
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